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OUTLINE OF LECTURE: 
 
1. Consumption smoothing 
2. Moral hazard in unemployment spell length 
3. Cash in hand models 
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Baily/Chetty papers show that there are three key parameters for determining 
optimal UI benefits 
 Elasticity of unemployment spell durations with respect to benefits 
 Drop in consumption as a function of UI benefits (consumption smoothing) 
 Coefficient of relative risk aversion 
 
 
The empirical literature is concerned with estimating these (and other UI relevant) 
parameters.
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Gruber “The Consumption Smoothing Benefits of Unemployment Insurance” 
AER 1997 
 

-- Need estimate of C
C
Δ  for optimal UI formula 

-- More generally Gruber is interested in evaluating the benefits of social 
programs.  Before Gruber started this work, this has not received as much 
attention in the literature. Instead most of the attention was working on the moral 
hazard side.  
 
Goal of paper:  Estimate consumption smoothing effects of UI 
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Empirical Model:  
 iiii UIXC εββα +++=Δ 21ln  
 
ΔlnCi = change in log consumption  
Xi  = controls 
UIi  = UI replacement rate 
 
Each observation is for a person who is employed in period (year) t-1 and 
unemployed in period t.  He also estimates models where a person is unemployed 
in period t-1 and employed in period t. 
 
Sample includes only heads of household. 
 
Expected effect: β2>0   
(Impact of unemployment is to lower consumption, but the higher the RR the 
smaller the change in consumption) 
 
Xs include controls for wage in an attempt to purge the key variable of possibly 
endogenous earnings (higher earning people may be more likely to have spouses 
working which provide another source for consumption smoothing).
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This project demands a lot of the data.  
Need longitudinal data (to see the transitions between employment and 
unemployment) and data on consumption. 
Few surveys in the US have such information.  The possibilities include: 
 
Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID)—Used by Gruber. 

 Annual data food consumed at home and out of the home. 
 One survey respondent per housing unit, asked about consumption of the 
entire unit.  Asked at one point in time.  Refers to annual consumption 
expenditure. 
 Crude but used a lot because the PSID is a rich longitudinal data set 

 
Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX) 

 Main source for constructing CPI  
 Rich, detailed expenditure data from a combination of a diary and 
retrospective interviews. 
 Limited data on labor market status and income 
 Incomplete state identifiers on public use data (due to smallish sample sizes 
per state)
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Measuring the replacement rate: 
 

 = UI Benefits
Average Weekly Earnings

  

 
He uses UI eligible benefits, not observed benefits. Why? 
 

 takeup of benefits may be endogeneous. Why?  Only 67% take up UI 
conditional on being eligible. 
 stigma (probably not) 
 those expecting short layoff do not take up 

those expecting small change in C (maybe earnings are a small portion of 
family income) don’t take up 
 

 Apparently UI benefits are measured poorly in survey data 
 

 this is the variable that policy makers can change 
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UI benefits are a function of: 
 State, year (gives you program parameters) 
 Own Earnings  
 
Therefore, identification in this model comes from: 
 

 differences across states in generosity of UI program 
 also comes from variation in earnings because eligible UI benefits is itself a 

nonlinear function of earnings 
 
 
Potential problem? 

 Endogeneity of own earnings?
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Simulated Instrumental Variables 
 

 Method originally developed by Gruber in a series of papers examining the 
impact of expansions in Medicaid on family outcomes. 

 
 Here I discuss the simulated IV model in a general setting. 
 

The Model of interest: 
 
Consider:     iistiist PXY εγβα +++=  
 
Where Yist  = outcome of interest 
  Pist = policy variable 
 
You are interested in estimating the impact of some state program participation 
or benefit P on individual outcome Y. 
The economics tells you that the person specific benefit or participation is what 
should enter the model (e.g. AFDC participation, or UI benefit).  
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The problem: P is endogenous.  Why? 
 
Approach 1: Regress the outcome on actual participation or benefits received in 
the program.  

Problem is that take-up is endogenous—Decision to take up social benefit may 
be correlated with the unobservable determinants of the very outcome you are 
analyzing.  Further the level of the benefit you are eligible for is a function of 
your characteristics.  This could also be correlated with the unobservables. 

 
Approach 2: Replace actual benefits (participation) with benefits (participation) 
you are eligible for. 

Eligibility itself may also be related to the unobservable determinants of the 
outcome variable.  The nature of this endogeneity will vary from program to 
program.  Examples include: 

 Medicaid: eligibility depends family income and family structure.  But 
having a sick child leads to lower family income (constrains work options) 
and higher use of services 
 Unemployment:  eligibility depends on prior work history and prior 
earnings, which may be correlated with the change in consumption. 
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Approach 3: Use eligible benefits but control directly for these possibly 
contaminating factors in the regression (e.g. control for earnings or income). 
 

However, suppose that the impact of earnings on the outcome variable is 
nonlinear.  Maybe then the benefit variable is picking up nonlinear functions of 
earnings. 

 
 
Approach 4: Use the determinants of state policies (the program parameters 
themselves) as instruments for the endogenous benefits? 
 

This is a good idea in the abstract.  You then use the variation coming from the 
differences in the policies across states and years to identify the effects instead 
of using the cross-sectional variation due to differences in earnings, etc across 
persons. 

 
BUT, in many cases (e.g. UI, Medicaid), you can not neatly summarize the state 
programs with a small number of parameters.  (An exception is the old AFDC 
program which you could summarize by G and t.) 
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Solution: Simulated Instrumental Variables 
 Build a state program calculator.  This calculates the program benefit Pist for 
a state s, year t, for any person with characteristics Xi . 

 Use a national sample of observations and for each observation, calculate the 
imputed program benefit Pst using the program rules in the state s in period t. 
Then average across all j persons in the sample.  

 A national sample is used to avoid possibility that state demographics reflect 
the policy somehow. 

 Sometimes you use a sample from one year, at the beginning of the sample 
period, to avoid any problems with secular changes in determinants of 
program benefits (e.g. earnings) and the outcome of interest.  Sometimes you 
use all observations in the national sample except the state s for this 
observation to avoid any endogeneous state factors.  

 The instrument varies by state and year and reflects the policies in place in 
state s in period t.   

 This instrument parameterizes the state program using the observed density 
of distribution of eligibility variation (income, etc).  Note that this is very 
parsimoniously capturing the differences in state policies—there is a single 
variable, average benefits.   And it is exploiting the structure of the benefit 
schedule. 
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How does Gruber implement this in the consumption smoothing paper? 
 
ACTUAL RR = Actual benefits / actual wages 
 
ELIG RR = Eligible benefit / actual wages 
 
SIMELIG RR = average of simulated [ Elig Ben / Wage] 
 
 
In OLS regression, use: 
 
ELIG RR = UI benefits worker is eligible for; this is a function of year, state, and 
the worker’s average weekly earnings in the period prior to unemployment. 
 
In IV regression : 
 
Instrument for ELIG RR with SIMELIG RR  
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Data  
PSID 1968-1987  annual household longitudinal survey 
 
Sample: 
Heads of household who are employed at time of interview in year t – 1 and 
unemployed at time of interview at year t 
 
Consumption = food at home + away from home  
(includes food stamps.) 
 
(This is a limiting measure but no alternative data on longitudinal LM 
information and consumption) 
 
Possibly ≥ 1 observation per person  
 
X = pre UI wage, age, gender, marital status, race, education, # kids, ∆in food 
needs, local unemployment rate.  
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Results  (table 1) [mean fall in consumption is 6.8%] 
After obtaining estimates, for each observation set UI = 0  -- Measure fall in 
consumption if no UI.  Compare to actual fall in consumption. 
 
Column1  (no UI RR control) 
consumption fall greater if:  higher wage, older, male, single, lower ed, fewer 
kids 
 
Column 2  OLS 
add UI RR control, positive + significant  

RR↑  fall in consumption lower.  
10 p.p. ↑  2.65% lower fall in cons.  

If UI RR = 0  fall in cons is 22.2% If UI RR = 84%  No fall in cons.  
 
Column 3  IV 
Little change in coef.  
 
Column 4 
Omitted state factors/ endog policy (add state fe + urates); no change 
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Back to Baily Optimal UI model 
 

 
 
(compared to current law replacement rate of 0.5 – 0.6) 
 
Gruber concludes that you need a high relative risk aversion parameter to justify 
the current UI program. 
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Comments: 
 
How would food consumption be expected to be affected compared to total 
consumption? 
 
What about changes in family structure (e.g. family size) around time of 
unemployment transitions?   
 
We know that when UI replacement rate changes it impacts the length of 
unemployment spells. This can impact income + consumption.  

 
Ex: if UI disappears then unemployment durations ↓  consumption falls by less 
than we see in simulations 
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Moral Hazard in Unemployment 
 

UI leads to classic moral hazard outcome—Increased likelihood of insured 
event (unemployment) 
 
• “Inflow” to Unemployment 

o Compensation while unemployed makes jobs with high unemployment 
more attractive (relatively) ⇒ more likely to choose cyclical/ seasonally 
sensitive jobs.  

o Employers more likely to layoff workers since they will be compensated 
while they are unemployed.  (Experience rating of UI complicates this) 

• “Outflow” from Unemployment (duration of unemployment) 
o For workers, the cost of being unemployed has↓ since they collect UI 

benefits. Both income + substitution effects imply that duration of 
unemployment spell will ↑ due to UI  

o UI  more inc  more leisure  
o UI  price of leisure decreases  more leisure 
o Chetty (2006b) makes the point that only the substitution effect is 

relevant for efficiency calculations and DWL of UI. (we will return to 
this later) 
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How should UI affect duration of unemployment? (Mortenson 1977 ILRR) 
 
Basic Search Model  
Maximize pdv of expected utility 
U = U(Y, L) 
Stationary, known offer wage distribution 

Arrival rate of jobs offers is constant over time given search intensity  
Effort put towards search is a choice variable (e.g. less leisure) 

 takes effort (search) to get opportunity to draw from offer wage distribution 
 If   wage > WR (reservation wage) ⇒ take job and unemployment ends 

Pr(W > WR) = 1 – Pr(W < WR) = 1 – F(WR)   
 
Optimal search Intensity   affects W 
Determined by equality   MC of search = MB of search  
MC= Lost leisure + direct costs 
MB= difference in value of being employed vs unemployed 
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How does UI affect the optimization problem? 
 
UI program:  Benefit of B while unemployed for P potential weeks 
 

 Value of being unemployed ↑⇒ WR ↑ ⇒ leave unemployed later  
The higher is B, the larger the effect 

 
How does limited duration of UI affect the problem? 

 As exhaustion of benefits approaches, WR decreases as 
pdv (stream of unemployment benefits) ↓  

 As exhaustion of benefits approaches, MB of search ↑ (value of being 
unemployed ↓ )  ⇒ search more near exhaustion  

 
Overall, existence of UI leads to longer unemployment spells, and the probability 
of leaving unemployment (hazard) ↑ as exhaustion point gets closer. 

 
 
UI is also expected to improve the job match (job quality). 
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Empirical literature Relationship btw B, P and duration of unemployment 

 

Duration
P

WR 

P Duration

Hazard Constant after P

Increase in P: 

B↑

P Duration  

Hazard

Po                P1  Duration

P1 > Po , ∆P  duration ↑ 
 Unambiguous  

Increase in benefits:
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Basics of Duration Analysis 
 
Dependent variable is the length of time in the state 
Duration analysis considers the characteristics of the distribution (density) 
associated with this variable 
 
• Spell:  number of consecutive periods in a state  
• hazard rate (or exit rate): probability that you leave the state given that you 

have been in that state for L periods.  The hazard rate is a conditional 
probability that varies with L.  
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1st step: Identify the timing of the process time origin (what is the time frame) 
• time scale (what is the interval, discrete time or continuous time) 
• events determining the beginning and end of the spell states in the model 
• Construct the “spell” 
• data needs: panel data 

    
Consider spells observed during a period of a fixed length (T0 to T1) 
 

 
Left censoring: in state 
before observation 
period begins 
 
Right censoring: in state 
at end of observation 
period 
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What happens if we use cross section data (e.g. interview at a point in time and 
ask people how long they have been unemployed)? 
 

Length biased sampling: more likely to get an individual in the middle of a 
long ell since they are in here longer. 

 
 
Duration models can be estimated using discrete as well as continuous time 
models.  They tend to give similar results.  Discrete models make sense to me in 
that the economic agents are not necessarily making choices continuously (and 
the data is not continuous).   
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Discrete Two-State Duration Model 
U= unemployed 
E = employed 

 
Definitions: 
Pr(i⇒j ∣t) = probability that you move from state i to j given that you have been 

in state i for t periods. 
T = random variable for length of spell 
(This generates a 2 x 2 matrix of transition probabilities) 
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Given these transition probabilities, we have: 
 
Density Function 
f(t) = probability that the spell lasts exactly t periods 

1

1
Pr( ) Pr( ) Pr( )t

k
T t U U k U E t−

=
⎡ ⎤= = = ⇒ | ⇒ |⎣ ⎦∏  

 
Distribution Function 
F(t) = probability that the spell is less than t periods long 

1

1
Pr( ) 1 ( )

t

k
T t f k

−

=

= < = −∑  

 
Survivor Function 
S(t) = probability that spell is at least t periods long 

1

1
Pr( ) 1 ( ) Pr( )t

k
T t F t U U k−

=
≥ = − = ⇒ |∏  

 
Hazard Rate (or Exit rate) 
λ(t) = probability that a spell lasts t periods given that it has lasted at least t periods. 

( )Pr( ) Pr( )
( )

f tT t t U E t
S t

= = | Τ ≥ = ⇒ | =  
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Duration dependence:How does the hazard rate change as time in the state 
increases?  

Negative (positive) duration dependence ( ) 0t
t

λ∂
<

∂
( ) 0t
t

λ∂⎡ ⎤>⎢ ⎥∂⎣ ⎦
 

 
 
Non-parametric estimation of discrete time hazard rate: 
(Kaplan-Meier estimator) 
         

number of spells of length=t( )
number of spells t

tλ =
≥

   denom= at risk of ending in t 

 
number of spells of length t( )

total number of spells
S t ≥

=  

 
What about left censored spells? 
– can not use them since we do not know how long they are 
– right censored spells can be used up until the point that they are censored 
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Constructing the likelihood function: 
 
What do you observe? 

Different spells of different lengths 
 Some are right censored, some uncensored, some left censored 
 Can not use left censored spells without integrating out unobserved 
 
Completed spell: what is the probability it is observed?  f(t) 
Right censored spell: what is the probability it is observed?  S(t) 
  [ ] [ ]11

( ) ( )i in d d
i ii

L f t S t −

=
=∏  

   di =  1 if observation (spell) is uncensored, 0 if right censored 
   ti = length of spell 
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Cox Proportional hazards model –  most common model 
 
 λ(t,X) = exp(Xβ) λ0(t) 
 
λ0  = baseline hazard, can be any functional form (typically nonparametric) 
exp(Xβ) = proportionally scales up or down baseline hazard, ln( ) / Xλ β∂ ∂ =   
 
[Earlier literature used parametric durations; not appealing] 
 
Implication is that the ratio of hazard for different Zs at the same t is constant  
 

( ) exp( ) indep of 
( ) exp( )

i i

j j

t Z t
t Z

λ β
λ β

= =  

 
 
Discrete time duration model: common to use logit with dummies for duration. 
This approximates functional form of proportional hazards model. 
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Some simple manipulations to derive Meyer’s estimator 
(Continuous Time Duration Models) 
 
Definition of the continuous time hazard rate: 
 

( )
[ ]

0
lim Pr |
dt

t T t dt T t
t

dt
λ →

≤ < + ≥
=    

 
Linking continuous time hazard to survivor (S, 1-F or F ) and density (f): 
  

( ) ( )tTdttTtt ≥+<≤= |Prλ   ( )
( )tT

tTdttTt
≥

≥+<≤
=

Pr
,Pr  
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Using some properties of the densities: 
By definition, F’(t) = f(t)    

Therefore,  ⎯F’(t) = -f(t) or   )()( tf
dt

tFd
−=     

This implies that  
)(
)()(log

tF
tf

dt
tFd

−=  

 
Using definition of λ from above, this implies that  

 ( ) )(log
)(
)( tF

dt
d

tF
tft −==λ  

 
Solving the differential equation: 

 ( )
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧
−= ∫

t
dsstF

0
exp)( λ  

Substituting expression for λ(t) = f(t) /⎯F(t) 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧
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t
dssttf

0
exp λλ  
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What does this give us?  If we specify a form for the hazard function, then we 
can derive the density and survivor function. Those are the two things that enter 
the likelihood function (we observe in the data completed spells or spells in 
progress.) 
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Use this to derive the equations in Meyer’s paper: 
 
Probability of spell ending in the interval [t,t+1] given it is at least t periods long. 
(Taking continuous hazard and getting up to discrete interval.) 
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If we use a proportional hazard for λ we get, 

 { }
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

′−= ∫
+1

0 )(exp)(exp
t

t
i dstZs βλ   

 
and assuming Zi(t) is constant btw t, t + 1, you get Meyer’s equation (1) 
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⎭
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Let  ( )
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

= ∫
+1

0ln)(
t

t
dsst λγ , and recalling that exp(a+b)=exp(a)exp(b) 

 
Then substituting into (1) we get Meyer’s (2): 
 
         ( ){ }{ }exp exp ( )iZ t tβ γ= − +   
 
Suppose you observe a spell of length censored at length Ki, then the density 
function is the product of the hazard rates though K-1: 
 

{ }{ }
1
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If the spell is uncensored and ends in Ki, then it is the density above multiplied by 
the exit rate: 
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Putting these together gives us the likelihood function in equation (4) where δ=1 
if the spell is uncensored. 
 

[ ]{ }
1

1 exp exp ( ) ( ) i
N

i i ii
K Z K

δ
γ β

=
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Adding heterogeneity 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }0 expi i it t Z tλ θ λ β=  
 
Multiplicative form for heterogeneity 

shape is the same but scaled ↑↓  
Өi ~ gamma distribution 

 (yields closed form solution) 
1 new paramameter. σ2 

 
Model can handle time varying regressors (which are important in his model, in 
that key right hand side variable is time until benefits are exhausted) 
 
Model is semi-parametric. Why?   
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Meyer, "Unemployment Insurance and Unemployment Spells," Ecta 1990 
Most highly cited paper on the key moral hazard parameter: impact of UI 
benefit on duration of unemployment. 

 
Innovations in the paper (over the earlier literature): 

 Using time until benefits exhausted where previous literature used assigned 
benefit length P.  But during spell the time can be extended.  Using number 
of weeks remaining is natural way to handle this. Pt – t 

 time varying Z 
 control for pre-UI wages (otherwise B is endogenous) 

 
Data Continuous Wage and Benefit History Survey (CWBH) 1978-1983 

o Administrative data on weeks of UI receipt with information on pre-UI 
earnings, and assigned B, P 

o Advantage over survey data – less measurement error in unemployment, UI 
benefit, prior earnings) 

o But CWBH measures UI receipt NOT unemployment.  
o Subset of states (12 of them) 
o Oversampling of states-years when there was NO change in P. 
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Empirical Hazards 
Hazard for weeks unemployed (Figure 3) 

Observations: 
initial decline. Why? (increase in recalls back to work?) 

flat area 
 -multiple spikes  
Meyer makes the point that this does not contain a lot of info since P varies over people 
(e.g not everyone is assigned P = 26) plus some get extensions (thus ∆ P over time) 
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Instead make the hazard in time until benefits are exhausted (Figure 4) 

Substantial increase in the hazard as you approach the point at which benefits are 
exhausted (toward 0) . [In administrative data you observe ∆P overtime] 
 
Given the hazards, what do we want in a model?  

time varying covariates  Pt, Uratet 
 flexible, non-parametric modeling of “time to exhaustion “ 
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Meyer’s Functional Form (Semi-Parametric) 
Continuous time duration model  
Baseline hazard is nonparametric  
Control: ln(previous wage)  [should + hazard] 
Control: ln(UI ben)   [should – hazard] 
 
Spline in time until exhaustion (linear impact of getting one year closer to 
exhaustion where the linear impact varies within ranges). This is a piecewise 
linear function of τ, the number of weeks until benefits elapse 
 (UI1, UI2-5, UI6-10, UI11-25, UI26-40, UI41-54) are the parameters 
 
Pt Spline       ∆Spline 
1 5*UI6–10 + 5*UI2–5 + UI1  UI1 
2 5*UI6–10 + 4*UI2–5    UI2–5 
3 5*UI6–10 + 3*UI2–5    UI2–5 
4 5*UI6–10 + 2*UI2–5    UI2–5 
5 …5*UI6–10 + UI2–5    UI2–5  
6 …5*UI6–10 +     UI6–10 
7 4*UI6–10 +      etc 
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expect UI* to be positive (higher hazard) ↑ as UI   1 
 
Controls:  
Demographic: # deps, marstat, race, educ, age 
pre-UI offer tax wage  
Program B, exhaustion spline UI1…UI 41-54 
Other Ut, state fixed effects 
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Table V   Main Results 
 
(model 1)  No state fixed effects, Non-parametric baseline  
 
[Positive coef  increase in X leads to higher hazard rate  longer unemp spell] 
 
Covariates: lower urate, married, white, higher prior wage  shorter spell 
(also more dependents, higher education  longer spell) 
 
Higher UI benefits, B  longer spell  

 10% ↑ BENEFITS  8.8% ↓ hazard 
 
Exhaustion spline:  

o flat btw 41-6 weeks 
o moving from 6  2 weeks to exhaustion leads to a 67% increase in hazard  

  exp(4*UI2–5) = 1.67     
o moving from 2  1 week to exhaustion leads to a 97% increase in the hazard    

 exp(UI1) = 1.97   
 

(model 2) parametric hazard Weibull: Results not very different  
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Nonparametric baseline hazard 
 
 
Still spikes in hazard at 26, 
28, 32, 36 weeks 
Why? 
 

People plan for exit (or recall). 
Then Pt is extended. They still 
leave at planned time.  
 
To explore this, set Et=1 if 
benefits previously were to 
expire in week t.  
 
(model 3)  Huge effect of Et
 [1.5],  500% ↑ in hazard 
 
Spikes gone (model 3) 
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(Model 4&5)  Adds state fixed effects  
 
Purges of omitted state characteristics that are correlated with UI  

Does not change qualitative conclusions 
 
 
Controlling for unobserved heterogeneity does not change the substantive effects 
of UI (models 5, 6) 
 
Spike in hazard is compelling, but keep in mind that only a small % of spells get 
to that point.  Overall, B is more important. 
 
Thoughts about the paper: 
You can tell the “vintage” of the paper since there is little discussion of causal 
identification of the program parameters. Where is variation in B, P coming from? 
Variation in P: Do most workers get assigned regular length benefits? If not, then 
what sort of workers are assigned another level? 
Endogeneity of B: depends on prior earnings. 
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Card, Chetty and Weber “Cash-on-hand and Competing Models of Intertemporal 
Behavior: New Evidence from the Labor Market,” QJE 2007  
 
-- This paper examines the effects of lump sum cash payments (severance 
payments) and unemployment benefits on the length of unemployment spells. 
 
-- Contribution to the UI literature:  

(1) income or wealth effect associated with UI benefits is sizable and that 
previous moral hazard estimates of UI on unemployment durations may be too 
large [DWL depends only on substitution effects] 

(2) UI benefits leads to no gain in job quality, job match (post-unemp wage) 
 
-- Also provides test of dynamic household consumption models: 

Evidence against permanent income hypothesis with unlimited borrowing 
 Evidence against perfect consumption smoothing  
 Conclude that model of forward looking behavior with credit constraint is 
most consistent with the data (buffer-stock model, Deaton 1991) 
 
-- Nice application of regression discontinuity models 
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Data and institutional setting 
 
Austria, payments for job losers 
1) severance payment 

eligible if job tenure>= 3 years 
large payment (on average, 2 months of pre-tax salary) 

 
2) unemployment insurance 

Eligibility requires >=12 months of work over past 24 months 
(B) 55% replacement rate (subject to min/max) 
(P) Length of benefit receipt depends on total months worked (at all jobs) over 

past 5 years 
 Work history <36 months  P=20 weeks 
 Work history >=36 months   P=30 weeks (“extended benefits”) 
 

They take advantage of this dual sharp discontinuity to examine the impact of 
lump sum payments and length of benefit receipt on length of unemployment spell.  
 
Administrative data on 85% of labor market (private sector workers), 1981-2001 
 650,000 job losers 
 Panel data allows for measurement of wages before and after unemp spell 
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Job Search Model 
 
Assume: wages exogenous (driven by their empirical findings) 
   Utility separable in consumption and search effort (costs) 
   Post-unemp job is absorbing state (no subsequent separation) 
 
Agent chooses search effort in each period (while unemployed) 
 
Model Predictions: 
 

(1) Severance Pay:  
*

*{ '( ) '( )} / ''( ) 0e ut
t t t

t

s u c u c s
A

ψ∂
= − ≤

∂
 

 
• s* is optimal search effort, A is assets 
• severance payment increases A which is expected to reduce search effort 

(and increase unemployment spell).  
• If perfect consumption smoothing then severance should have no impact on 

search. 
• The larger the asset constraints (borrowing constraints) then the larger this 

impact 
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(2) Moral hazard effects of UI 
Chetty “Moral Hazard vs Liquidity in Optimal UI”  shows that  

* * *
t t t

t t t

s s s
b A w
∂ ∂ ∂

= −
∂ ∂ ∂

 

 
Therefore, the effect of UI benefits on search depends on an income (or wealth) 
effect that operates through A and the pure price/substitution effect. 
 
Thus, combining estimates of impacts of b and A are useful to DWL of UI. 
 
(3) Extended benefits 

*
* *

, [ '( )] / [(1 ) ''( )] 0u jt
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(p* is prob of being unemp in t+j given you are unemp in t) 
This says that a rise in the future benefit rate (extending benefits) lowers search 
today (t). The magnitude depends on the discount rate δ. A myopic agent 
(δ=large) implies NO change in search today.  
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Regression Discontinuity (a primer…) 
 
Identifying assumption: The impact of the “running variable” (here months in job) 
is continuous. No non-random selection around the eligibility threshold. 

 if this holds then we have causal impact of comparisons “close” to the 
discontinuity  

 
How to explore this? 

 examine differences in observables near discontinuity (graph and test) 
 use any available placebo tests (groups who should not be affected) and see if 
there are differences there 

 
Accounting for “running variables” in control function in model: 
• High order polynomial (3rd order); allow polynomial to vary below and 

above discontinuity 
 
Test sensitivity to reducing window to near discontinuity 
 
Show unconditional estimates (graphically) as well as regression estimates. 
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Note: 
potential right censoring 
problem. 
Mean nonemp duration >> 
median 
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Testing for selection around discontinuity 
 
 
Looking for evidence of 
incidence of layoffs near 36 
month job tenure. 
 
(tiny bit there) 
 
 
 
 
 
Related to previous number of 
jobs? 
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Some concern that (prior) wages are higher just on the right of the discontinuity 
 
 

this is concerning. 
They argue that the 
differential wage effect is 
small (1.6% of mean 
wage at discontinuity) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Not shown in paper, they also looked at other observables and found there were 
small or no discontinuity: education, age, industry, occupation. 
[They should show these.] 
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Unconditional RD results 
 
Shows significant 
impact of severance 
pay on duration of 
unemployment spell 
 
Figure VII shows 
that the w/severance 
hazard is 
everywhere below 
(longer spell) the 
w/o severance 
hazard 
 

Note: 
Mean unemployment duration (no accounting for censoring) 
[They do drop those with durations >2 years to eliminate right tail] 
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Extended benefits is also 
associated with an increase in 
the length of unemp spell. 
 
This increase is evident early 
in the spell (see Figs VIIIb,  
IX) providing evidence of 
forward looking behavior. 
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No evidence that 
severance payment 
improves the job 
match/quality 
 
(again no 
accounting for 
censoring where in 
that case you do 
not observe a post-
unemp wage) 
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Regression estimates 
Note they have a double RD design 
-- severance at 36 months on current job 
-- UI extended benefits at 36 months on ANY job 
-- These are in principal separately identified, but workers with only one job will not 
contribute to identification. 
 
Proportional hazard model with unrestricted daily baseline hazard ( dα ) 

 
 

Key parameters: ,sp ebβ β  
Cubic in job tenure (running variable for severance benefits) 
Cubic in months worked (running variable for extended benefits) 
Censor data at 20 weeks to prior to extended benefits, to examine impacts of forward 
looking behavior (future benefits on current search)
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Results: 
Elig for severance reduces hazard in first 20 weeks by 10-13 percent 
Elig for extended benefits reduces hazard in first 20 weeks by 6-9 percent 
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Again, no impact of severance or extended benefits on subsequent wages (job 
match/quality) 
 
Why no impact on subsequent job? 
-- agents can search equally well on and off the job 
-- arrival rate of job offers is low so little gain to waiting 
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Dynamic consumption models and these estimates: 
 
Calibrate to two models: 
-- (PIH) PIH model with no asset constraint 
-- (CC) credit constraint model with consumption=current income 
 
PC=perfect consumption smoothing 
CM=myopic 
 

 
 

 
Close to credit constraint case.
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Conclusions 
 
-- both severance payments and benefit extensions lead to longer unemployment 
spells 
-- Evidence that agents can not completely smooth income fluctuations 
-- the fact that severance payment has large impact on unemployment durations 
suggests that the prior evidence (e.g. Meyer) is partially reflecting an income (or 
liquidity) effect of UI benefits. Only the substitution effect is the moral hazard, 
DWL. 
 




